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      Ms. Lajdová´s B.A. thesis, Dangerous Crossing: The Gendered Grotesque in 

the Selected Stories of Joyce Carol Oates, functions on highly theoretical grounds, 

yet manages to be clear, precise, and persuasive. On the basis of two main concepts of 

the grotesque (Bakhtin and Kayser), their comparison, and subsequent feminist 

critique (Mary Russo), as well as the typology of grotesque characters (Maria Haar) 

and relevant feminist theories (namely Judith Butler), Ms. Lajdová was able to come 

up with an in-depth analysis of the selected Joyce Carol Oates´s short stories, and 

even reach some broader – and let us face it, devastating – conclusions regarding the 

connections between what is considered grotesque literature and gender. What does 

that say about our contemporary society and the hypothetical mainstream readers may 

be a suitable topic, I believe, for the discussion following the actual oral defense. 

 

      At this point, I would like to stress that Ms. Lajdová worked on her thesis largely 

on her own; she fully prepared the structure as well as the main argument, and my 

role was thus limited mainly to minor editorial suggestions. Next to the flawless 

introduction, she was able to produce fairly original interpretations of her own in the 

main chapters, since – with the exception of „Where Are You Going, Where Have 

You Been?“ – there is a limited amount of relevant critical material available. I have 

to admit that I find her analyses absolutely to the point, and was not able to detect a 

single real – or even potential – weakness. 

 

      If I may, I have just two truly marginal questions concerning the book titles, as 

they may – but do not have to, I believe – enrich the argument. In Haunted: Tales of 

the Grotesque, is there, in Ms. Lajdová´s opinion, an echo of E.A. Poe´s title, and if 

so, would she find that important? And in Where Are You Going, Where Have You 

Been, Stories of Young America, does the notion of „young“, as far as she can judge, 

play a role? 

 

      As to Ms. Lajdová´s conclusion, what I find especially challenging is her 

consideration of disability studies for potential further research. Since this is a truly 

contemporary and still developing discipline, could she be a little bit more specific 

and perhaps discuss that idea in detail at least during the oral defense? 

 

      This being the case, I am looking forward to the report written by the opponent 

and her comments. Should that review be equally strong, I believe that Ms. Lajdová´s 

thesis might be considered for the Mathesius award. For the time being, though, I am 

suggesting the following grade: „výborně/excellent“. 
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